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The first edition (March, 2017) o f thè hook titled “Business Ethics: An Ethical Decision-Making Approach”, has been authored by a 
distinguished Canadian Associate Professor o f Business Ethics at York University's School of Administrative Studies, Mark S. 
Schwartz. Mark puts forth a practical decision-making structure to help in thè identification, understanding, and scrutinizing of 
complex ethical dilemmas in thè workplace. The Book emphasizes exclusively on three fundamental parameters of ethical decision 
making and behaviour—’how it actually takes place?',’how it should take place?' and 'how it can be alleviated?'. The book presents 
realistic illutrations o f moral tum-ons and personal ethical dilemmas faced by various participants who are directly linked up with thè 
organizations especially employees and managers. The book expounds on thè partialities, mental tendencies, moral rationalizations 
and effect o f self-centeredness as obstructions to right ethical decision making. Furthermore, it comprises o f suitable illustrations of 
ethical misbehavior and shames appearing in thè media.
The book is divided into three major parts: - 
Part:-1 DescriptiveTheory 
Part:-2 Normative Framework 
Part:-3 Practical Applications
Moreover, these parts are sub-divided into following seven chapters: - 
C hapter : 1 What determines Ethical Behaviour?
C hapter : 2 The Ethical Decision-making Process
C hapter : 3 hnpediments to Proper Decision Making
C hapter : 4 Distinguishing Right from Wrong
C hapter : 5 The decision to Report Misconduct
C hapter : 6 Developing and sustaining Ethical Corporate Culture
C hapter : 7 What would you do? Common Workplace Dilemmas
Chapter one, analyzes thè reasons behind thè prevelance o f unethical activities within thè organizations. It undertakes that both thè 
individuai and situational reasons are correspondingly significant when it comes to elucidating ethical decision making. To describe 
this "person situation" approach, thè chapter explores thè impact of specific moral charisma, followed by thè situational 
settingeontaining particular problems, organizational factors, as well as personal constraints that drive behavior. The chapter 
concentrates on thè 'bad' or 'good' apples, or thè bad features o f otherwise good apples, as playing a pivotal role in thè ethical decision 
making process. All leading ethical decision making models refer to situational or organizational factors that have an impact on thè 
decision making process. Building on these past models, thè situational context should be comprised of three interrelated constituents: 
thè problem, thè organizational environment and thè personal context. GoBackGoBack
Chapter two contains a series of academic discipline and theories. It includes a number o f descriptive ethical decision making 
theoretical models that have been recommended to explain thè decision making process o f individuate, leading to ethical or unethical 
actions. This chapter tries to summarize thè various models that have already been proposed while incorporating other important 
parameters of thè ethical decision making process which have been ignored most of thè times. The projected framework in this chapter 
assimilates literature review related to thè ethical decision making. The reframed ethical decision making model is called Integrated 
Ethical Decision Making (Integrated EDM), which addresses to thè person situation interactionist approach. In-addition, thè chapter 
speaks about thè key variance between what has been stated to as thè rationalist (reason) and non rationalist (intuition and emotion) 
approaches to ethical decision making. The possibility of lacking moral awareness is taken into account, as key precursore (i.e. moral 
norms) and subsequent processes (i.e. leaming) to ethical decision making.
The Chapter three constitutes various interrelated barriere that help explain why we are able to engagé in unethical decision making, 
even when we do know or should know better. These barriere include: unsuitable mounting; rational preconceptions and emotional 
tendencies, moral validations and egotism. Improper framing takes place when we overlook thè ethical implications o f thè situation 
and instead only identify thè economie and/or legai repercussions of thè situation. Rationalizations allows a person to sustain their
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ethical character complete as well as elude thè undergoing feel o f guilt or preventive disgrace or humiliation. It can be used to prove 
both trivial unethical acts as well as severe atrocities. Throughout thè entire ethical decision making process, self interest, which is 
ofìen disregarded in ethical decision making research, should be considered to play an important role as an obstruction to ethical 
behaviour.
The chapter fourcenters on understanding thè foundation upon which we should determine what is ethically right or wrong using a 
framework called multifaceted ethical decision making (Multifaceted EDM). The Multifaceted EDM framework rests upon thè moral 
awareness and moral judgment process stages of thè Integrated EDM model. The Multifaceted EDM normative framework consists of 
several stages. These stages include: moral reasoning through an application o f each of thè moral standards to thè various altematives; 
and an ethics "filter". The chapter describes these two basic stages o f thè Multifaceted EDM framework. There are two moral 
standards, relativism and egoism, which unfortunately if  relied upon solely or even in combination, tend to lead to unethical decision 
making and behavior. The public parent pillow (3P) filter completes thè process by using three core tests to substantiate further thè 
application of thè moral standards. These tests include : thè public test, being a parent test, and thè pillow test.
The chapter five pays a better understanding o f not only how thè decision to account misbehavior takes place, but when it can be 
considered morally acceptable or even compulsory to report wrong-doing. In order to apprehend thè ethical decision making in 
relation to whistle blowing, thè chapter first delivers a transitory synopsis of thè decision making process. Next, it presents thè strategie 
normative opinions and measures that have been elevated by several business ethics analysts. Then thè chapter has highlighted thè 
projected standards to three typical whistle-blowing circumstances to check thè benchmarks realismi Dennis Gioia and thè Ford Pinta; 
Sherron Watkins at Enron; and Dr Jeffrey Wigand at thè tabacco firm Brown & Williamson. Additionally, thè chapter brings readers 
with a sense o f how whistle blowing occurs on workplace, as well as when it might be morally approved or even morally required to 
blow thè whistle.
The chapter six provides a generic structure for managers and their firms to help reduce thè possibility for unethical or illegal activity 
from occurring, that is, evolving and nourishing an ethical corporate culture. Just as thè occurrence o f a robust current ethical value 
System pays to an individual's moral character, thè existence and reinforcement o f a set of core ethical values is criticai to establishing 
an ethical corporate culture. Many have claimed that thè existence of an ethical corporate culture is an essential (although insufficient) 
condition if  thè extent to which illegal or unethical activity is taking place is to be minimized. The chapter emphasize on three key 
elements or fundamental building blocks that must necessarily exist if  crime, corruption, and other illegal or unethical activity prevails 
within business firms, is to be lessened by incorporating an ethical corporate culture: core ethical values, formai ethics program, and 
ethical leadership.
The chapter seven covers thè foundations of ethical decision making, continues with a more practical submission o f thè descriptive and 
normative theory o f ethical decision making. It grants several illustrations of thè ethical dilemmas faced by employees in reality in 
their respective workstations and how they were resolved. The ethical dilemmas help to demonstrate thè potential conflict between thè 
moral standards or between competing stakeholder interests. The chapter considers thè main types o f ethical situations. There are three 
major types o f ethical situations or issues that we typically experience in thè workplace: moral temptations; stand up for ethics; and 
ethical tradeoffs. Each type of ethical situation is distinguished primarily on thè basis o f whether thè decision maker is affected by thè 
decision and in what respect. For example, in many situations, thè decision maker can directly benefit or avoid a loss by choosing a 
particular alternative, but must then compromise his or her moral identity.
Mark has produced a comprehensive and approachable piece on thè subject o f business ethics with engaging insights from thè most 
recent researchers. The book elucidates hoa a few simple and disarming principles can help readers to handle thè fmancial, legai and 
moral pressures from employees, shareholders and customers. It exemplifies how best to del with thè increasingly intricate ethical 
dilemmas that shape thè 21 st century workplace.
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